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English suggest that strong positions can contain any-
thing while the weak positions are restricted. WIM

ZONNEVELD (‘Constraining S and satisfying fit’,
197–248) presents an example of iambic Dutch po-
etry from the thirteenth century and argues that it
shows restrictions on both strong and weak positions.

JOSÉ IGNACIO HUALDE (‘From phrase-final to post-
initial accent in western Basque’, 249–82) investi-
gates how a prosodic system can change under lan-
guage contact, whereby Basque has moved away
from its historical pitch-accent system. ASTRID

KRAEHENMANN (‘Swiss German vowel length
through time’, 283–314) gives an impressive presen-
tation of the diachrony of vowel length in two Swiss
dialects, comparing them with German and Dutch.

In the first of three papers on stress assignment,
PAULA FIKKERT (‘The prosodic structure of prefixed
words in the history of West Germanic’, 315–48)
offers an insightful analysis of the complicated be-
havior of prefixes in the prosody of nouns and verbs
through a discussion of different ways in which
words are borrowed into English and Dutch. The
issue of borrowing and stress assignment continues
into CHRIS MCCULLY’s paper (‘Left-hand word-
stress in the history of English’, 349–94) in which
a number of problems with theoretical treatments of
English stress assignment are reviewed in light of
the development of English stress patterns diachroni-
cally. HAIKE JACOBS (‘Why preantepenultimate stress
in Latin requires an OT-account’, 395–418) looks at
a very specific pattern in Latin stress assignment,
namely words of four syllables in which the first
three are light—which have initial stress in Early
Classical Latin—and compares the relative merits of
optimality theory and metrical theory for analyzing
these data.

MIRCO GHINI (‘From prosody to place: The devel-
opment of prosodic contrasts into place of articula-
tion contrast in the history of Miogliola’, 419–56)
discusses several aspects of the phonology of a Ligu-
rian (Gallo-Italian) dialect and highlights how histor-
ically prosodic contrasts have evolved into segmental
ones.

In addition to these stimulating papers, the book
includes an introduction, a language index, and a sub-
ject index. [CURT RICE, University of Tromsø.]

The Catalan clitic system: A diachronic
perspective on its syntax and phonol-
ogy. By SUSANN FISCHER. (Interface
explorations 5.) Berlin: Mouton de
Gruyter, 2002. Pp. xiv, 252. ISBN
3110176130. $108 (Hb).

In this book Fischer contributes to the historical
and theoretical study of Romance pronominal clitics

by offering a detailed survey of the clausal ordering
of Catalan clitics over the entire prose history of the
language, from the thirteenth to the twentieth cen-
tury. In her historical survey, F criticizes some exist-
ing generalizations about clitic ordering in medieval
Romance, citing the variation that is attested even
within individual languages. In her theoretical analy-
sis of Catalan, F proposes that differences in the rela-
tive order of verb and clitics are due to verb
movement, which takes place solely in the syntactic
component of the grammar.

Ch. 1 introduces F’s main claims and discusses
how the data were selected. Ch. 2 reviews the
changes in clitic ordering observed in the data, com-
paring the Catalan facts with those from Spanish,
Portuguese, French, and Italian. F finds that unlike
in other Romance languages, clitics in Catalan have
always been verb-adjacent. She also chronicles the
increasing dominance of clitic doubling of full pro-
nouns and the increased favoring of preverbal clitic
ordering that occurred as the modern language devel-
oped. Crucially for her analysis, despite variation in
the order of verb and clitics, the verb never precedes
the clitics in negative clauses.

Ch. 3 presents some of the more prominent analy-
ses of medieval Romance clitic ordering, highlight-
ing the works of Anna Cardinaletti and Ian Roberts,
Aaron Halpern, Josep Fontana, Paola Benincà, Ana
Maria Martins, and others. F agrees with Cardinaletti
and Roberts on the need for a projection between CP
and AgrSP and with Martins that this is the �P of
Itziar Laka’s 1990 MIT dissertation, which hosts
both negation and affirmation.

In Ch. 4, F argues that clitics in Catalan must be
heads, not phrases (though they may be phrases in
other Romance languages). Catalan clitics are neither
consistently in second position, nor consistently pho-
nologically enclitic, though they are always verb-
adjacent. She concludes that since the clitics appar-
ently adjoin to the verb, they must be heads.

F presents her theoretical analysis in Ch. 5. She
adopts the view that clitics move as phrases to the
specifier of VP, then as heads to T0 in order to be
interpreted as specific, where they procliticize to the
verb. Postverbal clitic order results from verb raising
to �0 in contexts of emphatic affirmation. This ex-
plains why the verb sometimes precedes the clitics
in affirmative contexts but always follows them in
negated clauses. F claims that the phonology cannot
reorder Catalan clitics but only decides among clitic
allomorphs depending on the phonological context.

In Ch. 6, having demonstrated that clitic ordering
changed gradually rather than categorically across
Romance, F observes that this supports a variationist
view over a structuralist view of language change.
She discusses possible functional motivations for the
gradual loss of postverbal clitic order in Catalan, first
in embedded clauses, then in main clauses. Using
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minimal affirmative and negative answers to yes-no
questions as a diagnostic, she concludes that of the
modern Romance languages, only in Portuguese and
Galician does the verb sometimes raise to �0. [ADAM

WERLE, University of Massachusetts, Amherst.]

Writing, society and culture in early
Rus, c. 950–1300.By SIMON FRANKLIN.
Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 2002. Pp. xvi, 325. ISBN
0521813816. $70 (Hb).

Franklin’s latest work is a sober, remarkably sys-
tematic description and assessment of all known
forms of writing activity in medieval Rus′ from circa
950 (corresponding roughly to Kievan ruler Vladi-
mir’s conversion to Christianity in 988) to 1300. F
divides writing into three types—primary, second-
ary, and tertiary. Primary writing is the writing that
one finds on ‘objects which have been prepared for
the specific purpose of being written on’: parchment,
birch bark, and wooden tablets (21–22). Secondary
writing is what one finds on objects unrelated to writ-
ing per se, but which incorporate writing as part of
their design: seals, coins, amulets, medallions,
crosses, swords, helmets, icons, wall paintings, and
so forth (47–48). Tertiary writing is writing that is
found on various objects but that is extraneous to
them (and usually added later): a prime example of
tertiary writing is graffiti, but writing on objects that
designates their owner or producer, or writing on
vessels that indicates their contents, is also regarded
as tertiary (70–82).

F notes that writing was imported into Rus′ as part
and parcel of Christianity. The spread of Christianity
is intimately connected with the dissemination of the
WRITTEN word, whether read directly by individuals
themselves or read to them by other Christians.
Nevertheless, contrary to the impression that one
sometimes receives in studying early Slavic (specifi-
cally, Orthodox Slavic) literature, writing activity in
medieval Rus′ was not an exclusively ecclesiastic
activity. While their own society was governed
largely by tradition, natives of medieval Rus′ occa-
sionally resorted to writing in their dealings with for-
eigners, producing, for example, treaties and trade
agreements. Legal codes like the so-called Russkaja
pravdawere also committed to writing; amajor func-
tion of such documents was the assignment of various
contraventions of norms of civil and personal behav-
ior to the jurisdiction of either secular or ecclesiastic
authority. Nevertheless, even Rus′ graffiti were more
often than not tied to the Church: aside from the
occasional graffito of the type ‘X was here’, many
are found on the walls of churches (with the majority
of which F gives the impression of being personally
acquainted). These tend to be an individual believer’s

personal supplications to a particular saint depicted
in an icon or wall painting. Truly secular in content
are the Novgorod birch bark fragments: first discov-
ered in July 1951, these small, scroll-like documents
written on strips of birch bark are largely reminders,
admonitions, or simple instructions to various ac-
quaintances to perform certain duties (35ff.).

The thoroughness of F’s work can be best summa-
rized by the table of contents of the book itself: Part 1
(‘The graphic environment’, 16–127) contains three
chapters—‘The written remains’, ‘Scripts and lan-
guages’, and ‘The changing environment’; Part 2
(‘Functions and perceptions of writing’, 129–279)
contains five—‘Writing and social organisation’,
‘Writing and learning’, ‘Writing and pictures’, ‘Writ-
ing and magic’, and an afterword titled ‘On the social
and cultural dynamics of writing’. Inserted between
pp. 279 and 280 are fourteen plates of illustrations,
ranging from a ‘Hebrew document from Kiev, with
Turkic inscription’ to ‘votive graffiti in St. Sophia,
Kiev’ to ‘Birch-bark letter no. 147’ (ix).

All told, F’s book constitutes an enlightening con-
tribution to a proper appreciation of early writing
activity among the Eastern Slavs. [GARY H. TOOPS,
Wichita State University.]

El significado: Una introducción a la
semántica. By FERNANDO GARCÍA

MURGA. (LINCOM coursebooks in lin-
guistics.) Munich: LINCOM Europa,
2002. Pp. ix, 324. ISBN 3895863009.
$57.60 (Hb).
The semantics of a natural language can be investi-

gated from three different points of view, as Garcı́a
Murga points out at the beginning of his book: from
a philosophical perspective, from the point of view
of formal semantics, and from a linguistic viewpoint.
This book aims at introducing the reader to each of
the three viewpoints, which are presented in three
main sections of the book and complemented by an
introductory chapter and a short conclusion.

Part 1, ‘Introducción general a la semántica’
(3–50), begins with a discussion of semantic rela-
tions between words (synonymy, etc.) and between
sentences (entailment, etc.). Here GM establishes se-
mantic theory as a branch of semiotics, which he uses
as background for discussing terms like ‘sentence’,
‘proposition’ and ‘utterance’, ‘pragmatics’ or ‘literal
meaning’.

Part 2, ‘Reflexiones sobre el significado’
(51–124), aims at introducing semantic theory from
a philosophical point of view. It starts with a detailed
discussion of referential theories of meaning, fol-
lowed by a section dealing with truth-conditional se-
mantics and a final section on holistic versus
decompositional approaches to conceptual seman-
tics.




